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P.S: - - - Your hard work is appreciated and did not get anything in return. A: Fixed it myself I just changed the registry key from Regesion
%SystemRoot%\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\%product_product_Code% to %product_product_Code%. Now I'm waiting for the
keys I have to expire so I can actually delete this thing. Turkey bought Russian SU-34s, Su-35s, Su-35M2s, Su-35SM, Su-35SMs. Turkey bought BUKs.
Turkish P-8, Turkish AF-10. These are not primitive aircrafts. They are good and cheap, but not as good as what Russia produces. These aircrafts are
dangerous, not cheap. Turkish air force is definitely one of the best air forces in the world. The Russian sub is not the same as ours. When our sub is
submerged, we send out a board that deploys the torpedo chute. The chute will open from the sub and the torpedo will fall in the water and explode.
The difference between the Russian sub is it will use a motor drive, which will help it swim faster. This engine will exhaust itself, so it will have to
surface after a while. I'm going to go out on a limb here, and say you just bought a primer on the Russian navy. I dont disagree with you, just giving
another point of view, for those who don't know. I'm not trying to disprove that other forum members might not know. I'm just saying I spent 7 years
at the Naval Academy, and I know Russia still develops it's subs, Quote: Originally Posted by Kytoseum Russia makes good subs. Quote: Originally
Posted by Kytoseum The difference between the Russian sub is it will use a motor drive, which will help it swim faster. This engine will exhaust itself,
so it will have to surface after a while. Note he says Quote: Originally Posted by Kytoseum I'm going to go out on a limb here, and say you just bought
a primer on the Russian navy. I dont disagree with you, just giving another point of view, for those who don't know. Cheers Bingo. I just realized
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